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Here are some great places to start.IMSDB – Internet Movie Screenplay DatabaseThis site is basically like IMDB but for movie scripts. - It was possible to change through edit the date of a chart, but not the time, and have the daylight time flag not respond to the new date/time, creating an incorrect chart. No matter the time I read my daily
Horoscope everyday or once in 4 months. There’s a comment section connected to every script, perfect for snarking. This astrological placement sheds light on your innate gifts, as well as your hard-to-see blind spots. Good. Even started using it as a way to keep track of all my friends birthdays, since I’ve made copies of all their charts, lol— the pro
version is expensive, but they do break it down into $10 manageable pieces if you care more about certain features than others, and honestly the price is worth it to support whoever made this!! Thank you for taking the time to write such an in depth review! We really appreciate it. - We fixed a bug in the chart edit sequence. I can simply finish with
answering the unanswered questions of the recent issues in my life. The site is full of everything from script download links to free story e-books and access to private workshops, making it a must-visit destination for screenwriters.Simply ScriptsSimply Scripts offers a giant database of both movie and television scripts. Script versions are specified, so
you instantly know whether you’re reading through a shooting script or a seventh draft.Screenplays for YouClean, simple and up-to-date is the name of the game with Screenplays for You. it said exactly what I was feeling, which is the pain of losing a deeply loved person. Although astrology is an extremely complex study, the most fundamental
principle of astrology centers on the 12 familiar star signs of the zodiac. Bug fix updates are great but a full design implementation for the devices I mentioned above would be even better. The text and technical quality are top notch.” - Jeff Jawer, Professional AstrologerWith TimePassages Pro, you have access to the most advanced astrology features
available on a mobile device, truly putting the wisdom of the heavens into the palm of your hand! Oct 6, 2021 Version 2.8.9 Thank you for using TimePassages! We are constantly working to improve our app's stability, speed, and accuracy. The pain is unbearable, I'm wondering if I will ever be OK again. If this seems a bit confusing, don't worry,
there's a method to the madness. The one thing I however don’t like about this app is the fact the UI is not developed for devices like the iPhone X, XS/XS MAX/XR, 11/11 Pro/11 Pro Max and the iPad. Luckily, there are quite a few really great spots online where you can download everything from Hollywood film noir classics to 90s rom-com scripts.
The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. You can search alphabetically or by genre, and you can even look up your favorite TV transcripts. One of my favorite features is the ability to comparo your chart with a friend or someone you
might be getting into a relationship with because it helps you understand yourself and the other person. (Your Rising Sign is another very important placement, and you can read about it here). Love the fact I can use this as a road map which is great. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The four elements — air signs, fire signs,
water signs, earth signs — all work together to create a comprehensive whole, which shows up in your life as your unique personality traits. Learn even more about the planetary bodies with the app's comprehensive astrology glossary. Great app overall and I’m deffinitly going to buy the $30 edition of this app. The twelve zodiac signs are also divided
into sub-groups: four triplicities and three quadruplicities. They’re also printed in proper script format, perfect for amateur screenwriters learning script layout.Weekend Read AppWeekend Read app is a free app that allows you to download and read scripts straight from your mobile device, making it the perfect app to study scripts on the go. In this
magical, mystical domain, we work with nuance.Every sign is a powerful, vital piece in the puzzle that is the zodiac. Every future best-selling screenwriter knows that in order to write great scripts, you’ve got to read great scripts. so I turned to this app. The Screenplay DatabaseThe Screenplay Database has a neat, alphabetized list of PDFs of great
scripts listed in alphabetical order. I hope that update comes soon. but, that I'm exactly where I'm supposed to be and even though at the moment ever being OK again, is far from true and that from this lose I will find my true happiness within myself, to learn that I'm a lot stronger than I give myself credit for and I and very close to true and complete
stress free, worry free, and pain free big steps in the right direction if if I don't my guilt will destroy me in the end. In other words, I think the “Pro” version is worth it. The layout is intuitive and well designed, and it functions well (can’t remember a time it’s crashed). Users upload and share scripts, making this a truly collaborative site.BBC Writer’s
RoomThe UK is the birthplace of many of television and film’s top programming. Prepare for a weekend of binge reading. If the developer updated the app to fully support the device’s screen resolutions and sizes, that would definitely make this app 5 stars for me. I’ve been looking for an app that does a ton with astrology and charts. The site also
links to the scripts’ IMDB pages as well as to where you can buy the movie. The developer, AstroGraph Software, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. Plus the daily horoscopes are much more accurate than other apps I used and this app provides you even more detail. We can depend on its daily
performance (including inspiring sunrises and dramatic sunsets), as well as its location in the sky. It's packed and comprehensive. Your joys, wishes, flaws, and fears make you special and, when your sun sign is combined with the other planets and placements in your birth chart, it creates a distinctive celestial profile that serves as your cosmic
fingerprint. Got it? You get free access to the scripts from those shows with a single click on BBC Writer’s Room. If you ever have any questions or concerns feel free to reach us at Support@astrograph.com. Plus, gorgeous color charts with insightful interpretations can be purchased for only 99¢ each. Every sign is illuminated by its own point of view,
complete with powerful strengths and exhausting weaknesses.From an astronomical perspective, we know that the Sun doesn't move, as its stability anchors the entire solar system. * Using your default location, or your phone’s GPS, the app centers the chart on your current position.* Moon phases and upcoming Mercury retrograde periods are
placed on the home screen for easy reference.Birth Charts* Create colorful and meaningful chart graphic plus analysis, for just 99¢ each.* These are professional level charts, with insightful interpretations of each feature.* Gives access to more than 25 pages of text on natal planets in signs and houses, plus aspects.* Instantly share your charts with
friends via email or Twitter.* Unlimited Birth Charts feature is only $9.99 - create and view as many charts as you like.Free with paid natal chart - Daily Horoscopes* Read accurate & insightful personalized horoscopes every day.* Unlike most horoscopes, generated specifically for your unique birth chart.Acclaimed Interpretations* Includes hundreds
of paragraphs for every planetary position & aspect, including Chiron.* Uses the same acclaimed readings that you know and love from our desktop software.* The only app available that provides such penetrating accuracy.Compare with Friends* Compare the charts between two people with a compatibility meter, comparison bi-wheel and aspect list
for just 99¢ or $9.99 for unlimited access.* Our new Compatibility Meter helps you discover potentials in romance, money, communication and more.* Discover the unique chemistry between any two people with insightful interpretations.Transits* Your birth chart compared to current transits in a bi-wheel for just 99¢ each, or $9.99 for unlimited
access to transit charts.* Provides date ranges for each transit so you can find windows of opportunity.* Enjoy complete interpretations for transiting planet positions & aspects.* Optionally include parallel and contra-parallel aspects to natal positions.Progressions* Compare your birth chart to the current progressions in a bi-wheel for just 99¢ each.*
Unlimited pass for progressed charts or Solar Arc progressions is $9.99 each.* Enjoy complete interpretations for progressed planet positions & aspects.Glossary* In-depth glossary of zodiac signs, planetary bodies, moon phases and other astrological terms.Many More Features* Aspects are organized from strongest to weakest.* Review previous
transit data associated with each chart.* Categorize your charts into friends, family, events, and more.* At a glance, see how close each aspect is, in terms of degrees.* And much more!Reviews“This is a dynamo of an app. To me, this app is so much more useful—more practically applicable—than other astrology apps peddling little fear nuggets only
tangentially related to astrology to keep people opening the app. Your sun sign is determined by your date of birth and represents your core personality, sense of self, basic preferences, romantic compatibility, and ways in which you move through the world. I love the daily horoscope that includes a chart and aspects for the day. It's technically
advanced enough to satisfy a professional astrologer while packed with interpretations that are perfect for students and astrology fans. Download the app from the app store.Awesome FilmThis “awesome” site has a nice selection of classic and hard-to-find films. The Daily ScriptThis site offers an exhaustive, neatly-ordered alphabetical list of films.
You can download everything from blockbusters to indie and foreign language offerings. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Always exactly on target of what you may be going through, emotionally, mentally, and physically. bec As a professional astrologer, people ask me all types of questions. I don’t ever feel like this app is first and
foremost about Capital. Lost, confused, direction less, and absolutely the worst heart break, I have or possibly will ever know in my life. Now let's take this to the next level. Read below for the many free and pay-as-you-go features:Free Feature - Calculation of Sun, Moon and Rising Sign* Allows you to enter and save your profiles with pictures for
friends & family.* Sun sign as well as Moon and Rising sign information and daily horoscope is always free.* Includes detailed descriptions as well of the house position for Sun and Moon in your chart.Free Feature - Current Astrology* Up to the minute chart of the current astrology is a finger tap away. Generally speaking, fire signs are passionate
and exuberant, earth signs are practical and grounded, air signs are intellectual and curious, and water signs are intuitive and emotional. Over the centuries, each sign has developed its own associations — including myths, animals, and colors — and its own characteristics. The admins boast that the site is constantly updated and that it has no dead
links, ensuring that you don’t waste your time. I don’t find the text explanations of aspects, houses, or signs in this app to be anything other than constructive. But from our vantage here on planet Earth, the Sun is in constant motion. I will relate and then it will give me small advise to overcome hard times, of heart break, disappointed, and very
recently the untimely death of my one and only other half of my heart, and life partner. Sometimes I do wish there was a bit more text, as some explanations can feel short, but this app is a tool, and it does its job well!! Thank you so so so much for your review and your support!!!! Literally the most in depth and customizable astrology app that exists !
You can tell so much time and detail went into the descriptions and the app’s curation. Go Into the StoryThis site is called the “Best of the Best” screenwriting website, as stated by Writer’s Digest. Triplicities refer to the four zodiac sign elements, of which there are three zodiac signs in each group: Fire Signs (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), Earth Signs
(Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), Air Signs (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), and Water Signs (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces). But the paid features such as transit charts or stored natal charts for friends are really where this app shines. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Of the most common curiosities is "what are the best zodiac signs?" along
with its evil twin, "what are the worst zodiac signs?" While I appreciate any and all astrological inquiries, including zodiac signs compatibility, let me set the record straight: In astrology, there are no winners or losers. It works really hard for you and makes your smart phone even smarter.” - Dorothy Oja, Professional Astrologer“A breakthrough in
astrology apps. In fact, when you enter the metaphysical realm (the world of stars, tarot cards, tea leaves, etc.), that black-and-white binary goes straight out the window. - If you are unsure about the accuracy of a previously edited chart where only the date was changed, simply re-edit the chart to ensure accuracy. Scripts are instantly delivered in
HTML or PDF formats. The position the Sun occupied at your exact moment of birth is known as your "sun sign" (sometimes referred to as "star sign" or "birth sign"), and it's the cosmic launching pad for both beginners and professional astrologers. I love that it shows the details of astrological events behind the explanations it gives you, it helps you
learn more about the actual inner workings of astrology, whereas other apps will calculate that behind the scenes and only describe you without letting you know why this is occurring. Season 2 Trailer: An Astrological Guide for Broken HeartsSeason 1 Trailer: An Astrological Guide for Broken HeartsSeason 1 Teaser 1: An Astrological Guide for
Broken Hearts Great for beginners as well as experienced astrologers, TimePassages puts astrology at your fingertips! Enjoy free daily horoscopes and discover the meanings behind your Sun sign, Moon sign and Rising sign. I appreciate that this app does not collect my personal data (unlike other astrology apps out there) so I don’t mind paying for
features in a concrete way instead of paying in data and thinking it’s “free.” The free features offered are helpful to those somewhat familiar with looking at a chart or aspects, and even if the app user isn’t super familiar, there are decent explanations—even brief explanations on different house systems. Drew’s Script-o-RamaThe simple black and
white interface belies the absolute depth and breadth of the scripts available on this site.
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